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I realized as a child being raised in a western religious environment that there was much
in religious teaching that presented many questions to my average and curious young
mind. Even though there eventually emerged a definite lack of enthusiasm for Christian
religion, there was somehow, what felt like a solid connection with Jesus Christ that sustained me through difficult, challenging and frustrating teenage and young adult years.
Six years in the United States Marine Corps did much to instill in me the realization that I
did not want to take human lives.
Twelve years in Law Enforcement in a large Metropolis, advancing in rank to detective
lieutenant and watch commander, while attaining a degree in Political Science and a
Master’s Degree in Public Administration enabled me to see everyone more equally by
beginning to discern the many shades of gray in human lives with the realization that we
all were simply where we chose to be based on our own Life choices. It also engendered
a definite uncomfortable awareness that whatever we were creating as a planetary assemblage of humanity was not working very well throughout all levels of our society.
After leaving law enforcement, I attained a Ph.D. in Jungian Clinical Psychology, and the
continuing study of Spiritual doctrine and ways of being, engendering a more favorable
connection to eastern philosophy for me, which led to ordination as a minister while continuing private practice in relationship, family and child counseling, however, at this point,
and for the last several decades, there has been no charge for services.
Along the way, I was initiated as a Reiki Master and in turn, introduced and initiated fellow
practitioners in healing modalities as well as the learning experience that those who would
be healers must learn to step aside and keep the human aspects of egoic thought out of
the process entirely.
My area of interest has always been focused on the Life and Teachings of Jesus Christ
through many religious and philosophical teachings, both East and West, along with metaphysical Bible interpretation, Life and Teaching of The Masters of the Far East, A Course
in Miracles, A Course of Love, The Urantia Epoch and the Buddhist Teachings of Thich
Nhat Hanh, as well as the Eastern Philosophies of Baba Muktananda and Paramahansa
Yogananda and continual ongoing Planetary Revelation here and Now.

